[The becoming of the Soviet health care in Russian province in 1920s].
He article presents the analysis of infrastructure of health care and its manpower potential in 1920s. The analysis is limited by the territory of the Eniseiskaia gubernia (Krasnoiarskii' kraii) as an example for developing a notion about occurrences in life not only ofparticular region but of a whole country. The Soviet government finally established in the Enisei'i'skaia gubernia later (in January 1920) than in in the rest of the European part of the country. This was the reason of implementing on the territory with accelerated rates the experience ofSoviet development cumulated during the years of military communism (October 1917-1920). Exactly during this period the general nationalization of curative institutions and pharmacies was implemented. The traditional autonomy of physicians made way to the «Soviet employee» status and the state monopoly to social policy and practice was made official. The article is based on documents of the State archives of the Krasnoiarskii' kraii and published sources. These materials permitted to discover limitedness of the material and human resources inthe sphere of medical care and services. To verify existing in the scientific publications notion that in 1920s the elimination of differentiation between urban and rural citizen in receiving medical services and establishment in full measure qualitative and accessible medical care failed. The discrepancy between declared program of medical care and real possibilities of its implementation became the main deterrent. The absence of unified system of settling, social territorial isolation of settlements, immense scale of territory required huge material expenses for getting over space and developing infrastructure of health care in the kraii.